Professional development and graduate student courses are run from time to time, with a number of courses provided over the last several years [1]. I2S News and the LinkedIn Group [2] (Global Network for Research Integration and Implementation) provide avenues for alumni to stay in touch [3]. There is an active network of alumni from the 2009, 2010 and 2012 leadership programs on Bridging the Research-Policy Divide [4].

**MOOC on Ignorance!**

Michael Smithson and Gabriele Bammer co-teach an edX Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) on "Ignorance!". The course is currently available in self-paced mode. To register go to: [https://www.edx.org/course/ignorance-anux-igno101x-0](https://www.edx.org/course/ignorance-anux-igno101x-0). [5]

Syllabi and evaluation results are available [6] from when the course was first run (23 June to 4 August 2015), as well as from an expanded version run from 10 January to 13 March 2017.

To be notified about upcoming courses subscribe to I2S News (see left-hand-side menu).
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